Studies of the Higgs boson spin and parity are presented using data samples corresponding to the γγ, ZZ, and WW decay channels. The analyses are based on pp collision data collected at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities of approximately 5 fb −1 and 20 fb −1 , respectively. The data are compared to the expectations for the standard model Higgs boson, and for several alternative models.
Introduction
The observation of a new boson [1, 2] with a mass around 125 GeV and properties consistent with the standard model (SM) Higgs boson was reported by the AT-LAS and CMS Collaborations in 2012. The discovery was followed by an extensive set of measurements of its properties to determine if they follow the SM predictions or if there are indications for physics beyond the SM (BSM). The decays of this boson into two electroweak (EW) gauge bosons, H → ZZ → 4 , H → WW → ν ν, H → γγ, can provide information on the consistency of its spin-parity with the hypothesis of a spin-zero scalar SM Higgs boson.
In this conference I reported the results on the Higgs boson spin-parity properties and tensor structure interactions with EW gauge bosons using the H → ZZ, Zγ * , γ * γ * → 4 , H → WW → ν ν, with = e ± , μ ± , and H → γγ decay modes. The results are presented in terms of constraints on the anomalous coupling contributions to the HVV interactions for the spin-zero assumption, and hypothesis testing of exotic spin-one and spin-two states. By using the H → γγ decay channel, the exotic spin-two scenario can be further constrained. For the studies presented, the full Run1 LHC data sample collected by CMS experiment [3] at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV is used.
Phenomenology of anomalous HVV interactions
For the studies presented, the formalism of the scattering amplitude is used to describe the interactions of a boson H with a pair of vector bosons V 1 and V 2 .
Spin-zero resonance
For a spin-zero boson H and two spin-one gauge bosons VV, such as ZZ, Zγ, γγ, WW, or gg, the scattering amplitude presents three invariant tensor terms with coupling complex constants a VV i which in general can depend on the Lorentz invariant four-momenta of V 1 and V 2 squared, q 2 V1 and q 2 V2 . In the following, the terms up to q 2 V are kept in the expansion under the assumption of small contributions from anomalous couplings
+a VV 2 f * (1) μν f * (2),μν + a VV 3 f * (1)
μνf * (2) ,μν ,
where f (i)μν = μ Vi q ν Vi − ν Vi q μ Vi is the field strength tensor of a gauge boson with momentum q Vi and polarization vector Vi ,f (i) μν = 1 2 μνρσ f (i),ρσ is the dual field strength tensor, the superscript * designates a complex conjugate, m V1 is the pole mass of the vector boson Z or W, and Λ 1 is the scale of BSM physics and is a free parameter of the model [4] . The tree-level SM-like contribution corresponds to a ZZ 1 0 and a WW 1 0, while there is no tree-level coupling to massless gauge bosons, that is a VV 1 = 0 for Zγ, γγ, and gg. The other terms in the SM can be generated through loop effects, and are expected to be small to be observed with the current LHC dataset, thus they are considered as anomalous couplings.
The parity-conserving interaction of a pseudoscalar (CP-odd state) corresponds to the a VV 3 terms, while the other terms describe the parity-conserving interaction of a scalar (CP-even state). The a VV 3 terms appear in the SM only at a three-loop level and receive a small contribution. The a VV 2 and Λ VV 1 terms appear in loop-induced processes and also give small contributions O(10 −3 − 10 −2 ).
Contributions from BSM particles can change both the magnitude and the phases of these couplings, given their non-trivial dependence on the Lorentz invariant quantities. When the particles in the loops responsible for these couplings are heavy in comparison to the Higgs boson mass, the couplings are real. The scenarios are parameterized in terms of the effective fractional cross sections and their phases with respect to the two dominant tree-level couplings a 1 and a WW 1 in the H → VV → 4 and H → WW → ν ν processes, respectively: ( f Λ1 , φ Λ1 ), ( f a2 , φ a2 = arg a 2 a 1 ), ( f a3 , φ a3 = arg a 3 a 1 ). The couplings of the Higgs boson to Zγ and γγ are also accessible in these decays and can be measured with the same techniques in the H → 4 decays, but with the current LHC dataset they are much better constrained via the decays of the on-shell gauge bosons.
The couplings in the H → ZZ → 4 and H → WW → ν ν decay channels can be related with functions of two free parameters. If f ai is the fraction in the HZZ coupling, then the other parameter can be expressed in terms of the ratio of the anomalous couplings of the two channels:
A more complete description of the phenomenology of HVV anomalous interactions can be found in Ref. [5] .
Exotic spin-one and spin-two resonance
A spin-one resonance cannot decay into γγ final state because of the Landau-Yang theorem. We anyway tested this hypothesis for the ZZ and WW channels, assuming the existence of two states that decay in different modes. We test the spin-two hypothesis for all the three channels. The scattering amplitude of the exotic boson with spin one (X J=1 ) consists of two independent terms, which can be written as
where X is the polarization vector of the boson X with spin one, q = q V1 + q V2 andq = q V1 − q V2 [6] . Here the b VV 1 0 coupling corresponds to a vector particle, while the b VV 2 0 coupling corresponds to a pseudovector particle. As in the case of spin-zero resonance, we define a continuous parameter that describes the presence of the corresponding terms b VV 1 and b VV 2 as an effective fractional cross section f VV b2 . The f VV b2 parameter is used to test if the data favors the SM Higgs boson scalar hypothesis or some particular mixture of the vector and pseudovector states.
The scattering amplitude for a spin-two boson is more complex and its expression can be found in [5] . It contains ten complex terms, and they are fully tested in this study. In this case we consider both the decays into massive gauge bosons, ZZ or WW, and to two on-shell photons, X → γγ. Bothproduction and gluon fusion, spin-two state are considered for the H → 4 final states. The set of models considered are:
The subscripts m (minimal couplings), h (couplings with higher-dimension operators), and b (bulk) distinguish different scenarios. In the case of the γγ decay only the results for a massive graviton-like boson, 2 + m are considered.
Kinematic observables
The measurements of the spin-parity properties of the Higgs boson make use of the kinematics of the four leptons in the event, for the H → VV decay channels, and of the two photons, for the H → γγ decay channel. For a spin-zero resonance, there is no correlation between the initial state polarization and the final state kinematic distributions, while for a spin-one or spin-two boson such a correlation introduces non-trivial dependence of the final state on the production mechanism. The techniques to exploit all these informations are described in Ref. [5] .
Kinematics of H → ZZ → 4
The event selection of H → ZZ → 4 candidates is the same as the one used to perform the other measurements in this channel, and reported in [7] . Analogously, the selected candidates for the H → WW → ν ν are the same as described in [8] .
For the H → ZZ → 4 decay, events are selected with at least four identified and isolated electrons or muons. The Z ( * ) → + − candidate is required to be originating from a pair of leptons of the same flavor and opposite charge is required. The + − pair with an invariant mass, m 1 , nearest to the nominal Z boson mass is retained and is denoted Z 1 if it is in the range 40 ≤ m 1 ≤ 120 GeV. A second + − pair, denoted Z 2 , is required to have 12 ≤ m 2 ≤ 120 GeV. At least one lepton should have p T ≥ 20 GeV, another one p T ≥ 10 GeV and any oppositely charged pair of leptons among the four selected must satisfy m ≥ 4 GeV. For the spin-parity measurements, events are selected in a range around the observed 125.6 GeV resonance, 105.6 ≤ m 4 ≤ 140.6 GeV. The dominant background,→ ZZ/Zγ * and gg → ZZ/Zγ * processes, are evaluated from simulation, while the reducible non-prompt lepton background, denoted as Z + X, is estimated from data control samples with relaxed lepton identification criteria. The event yields are reported in [7] .
For this channel, the four-momenta of the H → 4 decay products carry eight independent degrees of freedom, which fully describe the kinematic configuration of a four-lepton system in its center-of-mass frame, except for an arbitrary rotation around the beam axis. These can be conveniently expressed in terms of the five angles Ω ≡ (θ * , Φ 1 , θ 1 , θ 2 , Φ), the invariant masses of the dilepton pairs, m 1 and m 2 , and of the four-lepton system, m 4 . We present the distribution of two of these kinematic variables (m 1 , m 4 ), in data and simulation, in Fig. 1 .
One of the approaches pursued in this channels is to parameterize the multidimensional distributions as a function of the parameters of interests, which in this approach are the anomalous couplings [9] . Given the difficulty to populate eight-dimensional distributions for components that cannot be described analytically, like the gg → ZZ/Zγ * and Z+X processes, this approach is only used for a subset of the measurements for a spinzero resonance. The analytic parameterization is the product of the differential decay cross section, dσ 4 , and the production spectrum, W prod , written as
where p T , Y, and Φ * are the transverse momentum, rapidity, and azimuthal orientation of the four-lepton system, andŝ = m 2 4 is the center-of-mass energy of the parton-parton system. This probability is converted into detector-level observables through transfer functions,
, describing the detector response to produced leptons. Due to the excellent angular resolution of the CMS tracker, the effect of the resolution on the lepton direction is neglected.
The eight-dimensional analysis can be reduced to a three-dimensional one by storing the full kinematic information in discriminants designed for the separation of either background (D bkg ), the alternative signal components (D J P ), or interference between those components (D int ). The construction of the kinematic discriminants follows the matrix element likelihood approach (MELA package [2, 6] ), where the probabilities for an event are calculated using the LO matrix elements as a function of angular and mass observables. The JHUGen matrix elements are used for the signal, gg or→ X → ZZ / Zγ * / γ * γ * → 4 , and mcfm matrix elements for the background, gg or→ ZZ / Zγ * / γ * γ * / Z → 4 . To remove the dependence of the spin-one and spin-two discriminants on the production model, the probability P kin is averaged over the two production angles cos θ * and Φ 1 , or equivalently the signal matrix element squared is averaged over the polarization of the resonance [4] , defining two production-mechanismindependent discriminants, equivalent to the ones for a spin-zero resonance: D dec bkg and D dec J P .
Kinematics of H → WW → ν ν
For the H → WW → ν ν decay, events with exactly one electron and one muon are selected, passing tight identification criteria to suppress the reducible background from W+ jets processes, as described in Ref. [8] . The eμ pair is required to have an invariant mass above 12 GeV, and a p T above 30 GeV. Events are also required to have projected E miss T above 20 GeV, as defined in Ref. [8] . Signal events with exactly zero or one jet, satisfying E T > 30 GeV and |η| < 4.7, are dominated by gluon fusion Higgs boson production. The events with two same-flavor leptons or with more than one reconstructed jet are not considered for the spin-parity analysis.
The main backgrounds, the non-resonant WW production and top-quark production (tt and tW processes), are estimated from data. The reducible background arising from misidentified leptons from W + jets processes, is estimated from a data control sample with loosened lepton identification. The normalization of the contribution from the Wγ * process is also estimated from events in data with three leptons. The residual sub-dominant backgrounds from triboson production (VVV) and WZ and ZZ processes are estimated from simulation. The event yields observed in data and the expectation from the different processes are given in Ref. [8] .
As a difference with the H → ZZ → 4 case, only partial reconstruction of the four leptons is possible in this channel, because of the two undetected neutrinos. Two distributions are used in this case, summarizing the kinematics of the two charged leptons and the E miss T of the event: the transverse mass of the final state (m T ), defined as m 2 T = 2p T E miss T (1 − cos Δφ( , E miss T )), and the dilepton mass (m ) which is one of the most discriminating kinematic variables for a Higgs boson with low mass, and it is also correlated to the spin via the azimuthal opening angle between the two leptons. The signal region is defined by m < 200 GeV, and 60 ≤ m T ≤ 280 GeV. The distributions of these observables for data, an expected SM Higgs signal and backgrounds are presented in Fig. 2 for events with no reconstructed jets, which constitute the most sensitive category of this analysis.
Kinematics of H → γγ
For this decay channel, the kinematics of the diphoton events are defined by the measurement of the photon energy and position in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). The selection for the spin-parity analysis is described in Ref. [10] . The cosine of the scattering angle in the Collins-Soper frame, cos θ * , is used to discriminate between the spin hypotheses. The angle is defined in the diphoton rest frame as that between the collinear photons and the line that bisects the acute angle between the colliding protons:
where E γ1 and E γ2 are the energies of the leading and subleading photons, p γ1 z and p γ2 z are the z components of their momenta, and m γγ and p γγ T are the invariant mass and transverse momentum of the diphoton system. In the rest frame of a spin-0 boson the decay photons are isotropic, and so, before the acceptance requirements, the distribution of cos θ * CS is uniformly flat under the SM hypothesis. In general, this is not the case for the decay of a spin-2 particle. Within each diphoton class, the events are categorized in five | cos θ * | bins to discriminate between the different spin hypotheses, and split in several categories to enhance the sensitivity.
Study of exotic spin-one and spin-two couplings

H → VV → 4 final states
With the H → ZZ → 4 and H → WW → ν ν decay channels the exotic-spin J P hypotheses for the 125 GeV resonance are tested again the SM one. In addition, mixed spin-one state hypotheses, as well as the comprehensive set of spin-two models listed in Sec. 2 are tested. Finally, the fractional presence of J P models of a state nearly degenerate in mass with the SM state are tested.
For these studies, template maximum likelihood fits to the kinematic discriminants defined in Sec. 3.1 are used. In the case of H → ZZ → 4 and spin-one, they are (D bkg , D 1 − , D 1 + ). These hypotheses are tested for a discrete set of values for parameter f b2 both forproduction and for generic production, using productionindependent discriminants. All spin-one tests are consistent with the expectation for the SM Higgs boson. While the decay-only analysis uses less information and is expected to provide weaker constraints, the fluctuations in the observed data lead to stronger constraints for spin-one models. The least restrictive result corresponds to the 1 + model in theproduction test with a CL s value of 0.031%. Any arbitrary spin-one model for the resonance observed in the X → ZZ → 4 decay mode with any mixture of parity-even and parity-odd interactions and any production mechanism is excluded at a CL of 99.97% or higher. A summary is shown in Fig. 3 (left) .
In the case of H → WW → ν ν, the average separation between the SM Higgs boson and each alternative spin-1 hypothesis is larger than one standard deviation. The alternative spin-1 hypotheses are disfavored with CLs values of 3.9% for 1 − , 14.0% for 1 + , and 8.7% for 1 mix . The distribution of the test statistic and the observed value for the case of 1 − against SM is shown in Fig. 3 (right). The hypothesis test of SM Higgs boson against the spin-two resonance is performed for ten models and three scenarios: gg,production, and using only decay information in the H → ZZ → 4 decay channel. Interference between the different amplitude components is not considered in this case. The data disfavor all tested spin-two hypotheses in favor of the SM hypothesis 0 + with 1−CL s values larger than 99% CL in the case of analysis of decay-only observables. There are non-zero correlations between the best-fit values obtained for the various alternate hypotheses. Measurements are also performed for two non-interfering states, indicating no evidence for the presence of a BSM fraction. Fig. 4  (left) shows the distribution of the test statistic q for one of these tests (2 + h2 ). The results of the hypothesis testing for the spin-one and spin-two hypotheses obtained by considering the X → ZZ → 4 and X → WW → ν ν decay channels can be combined, with the assumption that the same tensor structure for the interactions appears in both XZZ and XWW couplings. In case of the spin-one studies, we have tested the models in which the new boson is produced in theprocess. In case of the spin-two studies, we have tested the models in which the new boson is allowed to be produced in both the gg andprocesses. We have performed these tests for several choices of the ratio of the two production rates f. The analysis which uses information from the H → ZZ → 4 decay channel is performed in an production-independent way. The analysis in the H → WW → ν ν decay channel tests for several choices of the ratio of the fratio explicitly. The expected separations from the test statistic distributions for all the considered models are summarized in Figure 5 . The data disfavor all tested spin-one and spin-two hypotheses in favor of SM hypothesis 0 + with CL s value larger then 99.9% CL. Each of these exclusions is tested and reported independently of the other hypotheses, but one should note that there are correlations between the various alternate hypotheses. 
Study of spin-zero HVV couplings
Since an extensive set of exotic resonances have been excluded, measurements are presented of the anomalous coupling for a spin-zero boson decaying into two EW massive gauge bosons (ZZ or WW). The analysis consider three sets of measurements:
1. Constraints on the presence of only one anomalous term in the HVV amplitude of Eq. (2), where the couplings are considered to be real, i.e. φ ai = 0 or π, where φ ai generically refers to the phase of the coupling in question, such as φ Λ1 , φ a2 , or φ a3 . These measurements show no evidence of anomalous couplings. The measurement of the same quantities can be also performed by allowing the coupling to be generically complex, by leaving its phase completely unconstrained. Also these measurement, though with smaller sensitivity, show consistency with the SM expectation. 2. Simultaneous measurements of more than oneanomalous coupling. One possibility is fitting one parameter and leaving another one to be unconstrained, in the full allowed parameter space, with 0 ≤ f ai ≤ 1, in the hypothesis of real couplings. This tests the possible simultaneous presence of more than one anomalous contribution to the amplitude of Eq. (2), without assumptions on one of them. Results are consistent with SM-only amplitude: some two-dimensional scans of the likelihood in the case of real phases are shown in Fig. 7 (top). All other parameters are constrained to be the SM ones. The measurements of f a2 and f a3 are also performed with the 8-dimensional likelihood, yielding to a consistent result. 3. The same simultaneous measurements can be performed in the case of generic phases, resulting in weaker constraints, but with fewer assumptions. Likelihood scans for three pairs of couplings with generic phases are shown in Fig. 7 (bottom) .
The same set of measurements, presented for the H → ZZ → 4 , can be performed in the H → WW → ν ν, though with reduced sensitivity, due to the fewer kinematic observables available, and finally combined together. For the latter, only real couplings, φ WW ai = 0 or π, are considered. The combination can be performed in two scenarios, assuming custodial symmetry (a WW 1 = a 1 ), or not assuming any ratio between the two channels. The relationships between the yield of H → ZZ → 4 and H → WW → ν ν yields to stronger constraints on the anomalous couplings. The likelihood scan for a particular value of R ai = 0.5 (r ai = 1) is shown in Fig. 8 , where the stronger constraint from the yield relationship between the two channels is visible. When the custodial symmetry is assumed, an even stronger constraint arise, strongly disfavoring the hypothesis of f a2 = ±1. Overall, all anomalous HVV couplings are found to be consistent with zero, which is also consistent with the expectation from the SM, where these couplings are expected to be very small, well below the current sensitivity.
Conclusions
In this conference the study of a the Higgs boson spin-parity properties have been presented, through its decays into two electroweak gauge bosons: H → ZZ, Zγ * , γ * γ * → 4 , H → WW → ν ν and H → γγ decay modes.
For the decays into two EW gauge bosons, Z, W, or γ the tensor structure of its interactions is studied, for the presence of anomalous couplings under spin-zero, -one, and -two hypotheses. The combination of the results in the two decay channels leads to a strong constraint on the anomalous H → VV interactions for spin-one (excluded at greater than 99.99% CL) and spin-two (excluded at 99.9% CL for gravity-like minimal couplings and 99% CL or higher for the others).
The measurement of eleven anomalous couplings to the HZZ, HZγ, Hγγ, and HWW interactions under the assumption of a spin-zero Higgs boson yields to results which are all consistent with the expectations for a scalar SM-like Higgs boson.
